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The Little Mermaid and the Next Generation of Disney Film 28 which the company reframed animated products and cultivated newfound success. In sum, it was a period of creative and transformative chaos.
The seed for the ensuing chaos was planted in 1966 with the death of Walt Disney, who was the central creative visionary in the evolution of the company's animated films. This tragic passing led the Disney Studio into a prolonged period of transition and turmoil that would last into the late 1980s. The tumult, in turn, led to leadership shifts, loss of artists, diminished business strength and audience dissatisfaction. Furthermore, animated films released during this era received little to no critical recognition. According to animator Don Hahn, tensions were rising and it appeared as though "the wheels were coming off the cart," yet, it would lead to a new era, arguably greater than any that had gone before. while adding their own touch. After Walt Disney's death, the animation department continued for over a decade to create their products based on how Walt would make a film, whether it was character arcs, plot-orientation, or artistic design. Departing from Walt's ideas, however, in certain measures, not only increased, eventually, the quality of the animated films, but cut down the costs and time length for production. Indeed, the technologies utilized enhanced and reforged Walt Disney's formula for success while also reframing the look and tone for contemporary audiences. Hence, the 1980s is a crucial period that merits a re-evaluation and a renewed recognition within the history of response to a perceived stigma about animated movies, that they were made strictly for children. Indeed, a survey from the early 1980s revealed that teens wouldn't be caught dead seeing a Disney film. This much was clear: Disney's animation department was in dire need of change; animation technology was shifting and morale was plummeting. The seasoned animators had one collective foot in the past and the innovators and business game-changers had theirs in the future.
The new animators found that they were expected to adhere to the traditional Disney formulas. Hahn notes that he and his fellow animators "were full of pent-up youthful creativity that had to go somewhere," while Ron Clements recalls that despite having learned from the nine old men "there was this feeling we could be making better The new animators were placed right into training under the remaining old guard.
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Following the conclusion of training, the newcomers were given artistic license on the film's animated characters. One of these who demonstrated extraordinary creativity was like Shaw "were not supposed to concern themselves with the details of making the picture. They were trying to create a way of visualizing the whole concept so that it would be attractive and fresh." 31 As such, The Black Cauldron is detailed with beautiful forests, mountains, valleys and castles but is weak in the development of characters.
Disney's attempt at creating a dark fantasy film resulted in a lavish product that suffered from plot holes, lack of character development, and overly dramatic sequences. The Black Cauldron spent nearly a decade in production and went through multiple changes in plot and content in order to provide the film with an attempt at a broader appeal.
Originally put into pre-production in the early 1970s, there is also a blend of light and dark themes. However, in an updated twist, some more adult content, such as smoking and drinking, along with a suggestive "strip tease"
number entitled "Let Me Be Good to You" was inserted. The Lion King premiered two years later and was deemed Disney's most successful product yet. 55 Peter Schneider felt that "these movies became once again the heart and soul of the Disney company; they rallied around them, they became characters and rides in the park…we could do no wrong…everything we touched turned to gold; every movie was bigger than the last movie." 56 A decade of chaos had ended with a new construct. should continue to be a legitimate part of the company's rich and detailed history: they had a lot of story to tell.
